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Spotlight on development
June 2019
It is high summer  the longest day of the year is almost upon us  but in the world of
government, it is midwinter still and the barometer seems forever set to “stormy”. Will
this political freeze be made glorious summer soon?
As ever in recent times, the future seems opaque. However, what is clear is that we
have some interesting and varied articles this quarter, with Karen Phull looking at the
latest developments in the Community Infrastructure Levy, Jo Ord and Oliver Blundell
analysing the recovery of losses in cases of professional negligence, Hannah Sissons
reviewing Build UK’s recommendations on contract terms, Jonathan Came reporting the
recent case of Swansea Stadium Company Management Limited v City & County of
Swansea and Jay Sattin reviewing mitigation measures and their effect upon Habitats
Regulations Assessments.
• Habitats Regulations Assessment: Mitigating against your planning permission
being quashed Jay Sattin
• Recovering losses in cases of professional negligence Jo Ord and Oliver
Blundell
• Draft legislation laid before Parliament: Community Infrastructure Levy Karen
Phull
• TCC rules on conclusivety of a certificate of making good Jonathan Came
• Build UK’s Contract Terms Recommendations Hannah Sissons
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